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Acting
T1

Task
Sketches of clothes for 7
young teachers

T1

A dress for 7 female
Designed by Germany
dancers
Sketches of costumes for a typewriter dance
Sketches of an old
Idea: a person from 20’s-30’s
teacher

T2
G2/O3

How to Do
Who is responsible?
A T-shirt in national colours/symbols
Each country
http://comeniuskoethen.blogspot.com.tr/2013_12_01_arc
hive.html
Germany
Each country
Each country

G5/O8

Sketches of cook’s
costumes

-

Each country sends sketches to
Latvia:
james.enrique.com@inbox.lv

T1

Modules: photos of
space, earth, Europe,
countries
Photo of an old
typewriter
Photo of an empty
teacher’s room
1 photo of each project
from 1994 till 1999

-

Slovakia

-

Each country

-

Each country

If you participated in 2 projects, you
collect 2 pictures (year and the title of the
project) – these must be pictures of
students working on the project.
-

Each country sends pictures to
POLAND:
hiob00@o2.pl

-

Germany

A standing image

Germany

Standing/moving images

Germany

Up to each country

Reporters:
Italy R1
Poland R2

A1
A1
G2/O3

A3
A3
A3
A4
A5

Photo of the school in
Köthen
Video of an oncoming
bus with audio effects
The Plan of the European
Week
Images of a school
building/students
Designing a typical look
of a reporter and a
photographer

Germany

A5

G3/O4

G3/O4
A6

A6
A7
A8

A9

A9

Latvia R3
Photographer:
Portugal
Germany;
Italy;
Poland;
Latvia.

Photo of the school in
Köthen;
Photos of Castelfidardo;
Photos of Strawczyn;
Photos of Adazhi.
Designing a piece of
clothes with a symbol of
Comenius
Video for the song
A buffet table, an easel,
painting equipment,
accordion
Photos from the project
“Book”
Photo of Ireland’s
landscape
Photos of children’s
faces

Panorama, most beautiful sights, etc.
It can be a drawing as well made by
students (name and age of the student)

Video of searching for
the chemistry room with
a BOOOOOOOOOM!!!!!!
Photo of a chemistry

20 seconds

Latvia

-

Latvia

A scarf, hat, hairband, earrings, etc.

Each country

Comenius song
On the stage

Turkey
Germany

Date, countries, participants

Germany

-

Germany

Creating a video
Each country sends photos to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2AitT Portugal:
PI5U0
adrianamafalda@hotmail.com

T5
A9
A9

A9
A10
A10

A10
A11
T6
A12
O6
A13
T7

room
Requisites for the crazy
chemistry teacher dance
Video of romance and
love scenes
7 typical and famous
symbols of the country

-

Germany

20 seconds

Latvia
Portugal
Each country sends the photos
to Latvia:
james.enrique.com@inbox.lv
Latvia and Portugal cooperating
together
Latvia
Slovakia

1 symbol from the country (Please send as
many pictures as possible!!!!)
Creating a video with one missing symbol

Photo of love scene
Video of fireworks of
feelings
Photo of yellow press

5 second

Photo of a gym
Photo of a mobile phone
Game of lights
Exhibition centre
Photo or video of the
European Union flag
Photos of Köthen and
former European week
Photos of typical villages

-

Each country sends photos to
Poland: hiob00@o2.pl
Poland makes a video for 30
seconds
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Germany
Poland

-

Germany

-

Germany

3 photos from each country

A14
A15

T8
A16
A17

Photos from Turkey,
Konya and the school
Each country brings a
mascot and a poster of
the musical to Latvia
(vote for the winner)
Photo of a disco ball
Photo of the burning fire
Photos of suitcases, bags,
broken glass reflecting
some objects like a
railway station

15 photos

Slovakia
Turkey

Poland will make an animation of the
winning mascot

Each country

Artistic photos

Slovakia
Turkey
Each country



